
 

 

 

 

 
A Word from the President 
 
Hello Members, 
As I write this, we are several weeks into the COVID-19 
pandemic. Who would have thought, that this Easter, we 
would be in lockdown conditions with our favourite hobby 
excluded from the list of acceptable activities outside of our 
individual properties. How situations can change. 
 
So, what to do to fill in the time? Netflix? – yep done that and 
still trying to sort through the huge range of stuff I will most 
likely never watch. Cooking? – well I do a lot of that anyway. 
Maybe finish off some of the tricky projects around the house 
like tap washers and loose floor tiles (don’t ask, they are 
50mm mosaic tiles on the bathroom floor – terrible things)  
I have tried a bit of retail therapy 
too and finally got myself a decent 
tripod so I won’t have to keep 
pestering Wendy to see if she 
wants to sell hers. I also bought a 
small desktop tripod to hopefully 
do some macro stuff. Oh, and I 
have an extension box for my NAS computer storage coming, 
so I can put all my pics onto a 1TB Raid setup. 
 

I believe we all need to take stock of 
what we have immediately around us 
and that is where I see the most 
interesting possibilities during this era 
of confinement. I have found a colony 
of fungi growing on a tree stump, the 
odd mushroom popping up, some 
flowers on a bush out the front I had 
not noticed before and even some still 
life on the kitchen table. Maybe some 

food photo sessions? I have also laid out a honey stick to see if 
the parrots will come and pose for me but the word has not 
got around yet….. 
 
I have set up the Nikon P1000 
with its crazy 3000mm 
maximum focal length on the 
new tripod and hope it will be 
steady enough to get a lot 
more bird shots in the trees in 
the immediate area. The Canon 

macro lens has had its first workout but I will need  
 

 
 
 
 
 
35mm macro lens will get a work-out too but I will now have 
to look at lighting a lot more closely. I will also need to buy 
some large heavy sheets of black, blue and white paper for 
backgrounds for those macro shots. 
 
Who managed to get a shot of this week’s full moon? I was 
almost ready when a bank of cloud obscured the darn thing 
leaving me wishing I had taken the shot the night before. 
 
Ally has been very busy collating 
and sending all the April 
competition photos off to the 
judge. These will all be available 
on UTube for those who have 
submitted entries. Please see 
Ally’s email of April 4 for details. 
The judge’s comments will also 
be included in the Power Point 
presentation. Thank you Ally. 
 
These are difficult times indeed but let’s make the most of it 
and embrace what our Club can offer in sharing our common 
interests. I will post up my attempts as I go along and invite 
you all to do the same. Just send them to 
naroomaccsecretary@gmail.com and we will get them posted 
on the Facebook site 
 
As you will all appreciate, all forward planning is on hold save 
for our monthly competitions which will stay in place for as 
long as we can get the remote judges to accept there judging 
roles. So keep taking those top shots where you can and feel 
free to contact me if you have any queries. 
 
Happy Snapping, 
 
Wes Smith                                                       0412 222 462  
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